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About This Game

Inverted in an exciting new game that calls for amazement and joy for people who like to stretch their brains. The main
character in this puzzle game mysteriously finds himself in a castle full of solitude, fear, and oblivion. With his charismatic
appearance and charm, the main character has an ability to alter gravity, by doing so he can avoid different traps and many

dangerous obstacles along the way.

Inverted is a game that is aimed at all ages and for fans of genres. You can enjoy excellent music along with wonderful graphics
whilst getting lost in the skillfully presented atmosphere of Inverted and having a great time.

Features of game:

Professionally designed levels

Perfect music

Expert graphics

Hidden "easter eggs"

Hardcore gameplay
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Availability

Intuitive menu & user interface

Variety of uniquely designed levels
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Title: Inverted
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Versus System
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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a funny platform game where as it say in the tittle its inverted mechanics but still some basic if you like platformer I
recommend to try this out. My score

Gameplay 6\/10
Graphics 6\/10
Sound 5\/10
Summary 17\/30. I'm usually a fan of these types of games and I've played others like it before. However, this game is definitely
not something I will recommend. The controls are not as smooth as they can be and it is basically a trial and error process until
you realize where you are supposed to jump and when do you flip yourself. Some may argue this is where the challenge comes
in, but I think there should be a better balance in the game where it proves to be a challenge, while still making it reasonably
easy without dying more than you can count to pass a level. The principle of the game is nice where you jump and you can flip
yourself. Even more so with the inverted regions where you automatically flip. However, I never got to the point where I can say
I'm liking this game mechanic.

If you want to try it, I highly recommend getting it on sale like I did. At least you won't feel too bad for having spent money on a
game you were hoping to like, but dashes your hopes.. This game is really challanging at the start but if you have the money and
time to try and play this game for a while u will get the the hang of it. There are not many lvls but that doesnt mean that u will
win this game fast, it can take u really long to find the best way to play the lvl and to get all achievements that include secrets,
beat the game with no deaths and more. I\u00b4m recommending this game to everyone that want a little challange for the
evening night or so :D and im really glad steam gave me a -90% cupon card cause i wouldnt find this game in the store and if i
would i wouldnt think its something for me, yet it was incredibly challanging and i have much fun to play this game :)) Keep up
the gr8 work!! <3. What kills it is the control and the punishing-yet-boring level design. The character accelerates way too
slowly for this kind of platforming which creates artificial difficulty. I didn't find it challenging so much as "are you kidding
me?" kind of irritating.

. Inverted is a very Original game. I didnt thought that something so simple could make a game fun.. it's meh... can't change the
controls.... imagine a game that requires timing with a very bad button lay out where the main character handles like super mario
does on the ice worlds... and this is what you got... dis game not gay so it's gud bois. I think 2D games lovers among you, if any,
this game stands for a cheap adventure game in front of you because you will love it.
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UP
Bought it at SGD$0.35
Hope to sell the Steam Trading Cards
Hope to earn some Steam Achievement
Found a game Harder than Dark Souls

Down
Given up on the Game at 10min game play.
Earned my 1st card now
Nope~
. This game is too frustrating. I cannot reccomend it. I even got it for only 30 cents and I still dislike it.. It is basically a trial and
error process until you realize where you are supposed to jump and when do you flip yourself. Some may argue this is where the
challenge comes in. Rage quit, uninstal and done!. For 3 dollars you get a barrel of laughs and failure, this game looks easier
then it is, perfect for youtube if you wanted to make videos of you playing it.

Simple yet tight controls, tuned just right to leave you impaled enough for a challenge.

This game isn't too fast paced, not that this is a problem, but the main issue I have is transions between zones make the game
behavour awkward from time to time, it's not perfectly seamless.

The games problems are in the performance, when hitting F12 an HTML console opens and from what I can tell looks like Java
has something to do with this game, I could be wrong. The FPS isn't perfect...

Going more in-depth into hardware issues, the game doesn't have in-game settings, so for users suffering low fps you'll need to
reduce your res in windows outside the game to improve performance.

The game running @1080P has mild jiitter so I use dxtory to limit the game to 55FPS, however at my native
2k\/UHD[2560x1440] res the game chugs between 37-45 so I limit it to 35FPS.. this is absurd because my hardware.

-I7 5820K 6Core @ 3.8ghz
-16gb DDR4 @2400mhz
-GTX 1080 EVGA SC [Driver: 369.95 DCP Latency HOTFIX]
-Win 7 Home Premium 64Bit

If you can deal with the minor issues at this price tag you'll find a small game you can enjoy, don't assume this game is hard to
run, it just doesn't seem to utalize hardware well so I assume most rigs will see a similar FPS curve.

--Sorry for grammar, format, and other review issues, it's 1:45am x.x--
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